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BATON ROUGE AREA FOUNDATION ESTABLISHES HURRICANE 

KATRINA DISASTER FUNDS 

 

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, August 30, 2005—www.FoundationsforRecovery.org, a 

partnership between the Baton Rouge Area Foundation and The Greater New Orleans 

Foundation, announced the establishment of two new funds in response to the 

catastrophic impact of Hurricane Katrina to southeast Louisiana.  Donations are now 

being accepted. 

 

The Hurricane Katrina Displaced Residents Fund will benefit those individuals and 

families evacuated to Baton Rouge from the hurricane impacted areas in Greater New 

Orleans, who are now unable to return for what may be an extended period.   Early 

official estimates suggest that as many as 500,000 individuals may be required to remain 

in our area for up to six months, and they will face numerous challenges related to 

housing, food, education, healthcare and basic survival necessities.   This fund will 

support those entities and programs in our area that endeavor to meet these critical needs, 

as well as address the impact this influx of residents will have on our community. 

  

The Hurricane Katrina New Orleans Recovery Fund will focus on the rebuilding of 

infrastructure to provide basic human services to residents of these devastated areas.  

Foundations for Recovery will coordinate closely with federal, state and local officials in 

an attempt to provide resources to programs and efforts that positively and immediately 



impact the quality of life of these individuals, and contribute to the overall rebuilding of 

critical service delivery mechanisms in the Greater New Orleans area. 

 

Tax deductible donations to one or both of these funds are now being accepted online at 

www.FoundationsforRecovery.org. Donations by check should be made out to the Baton 

Rouge Area Foundation and the designation of the fund noted on the memo line. Checks 

should be mailed or delivered to 402 North Fourth Street, Baton Rouge, LA 70802. 

  
“We are just beginning to discern the magnitude of destruction and human loss that is 

unfolding in southeast Louisiana.  This is a human tragedy on a massive level that will 

have a much greater local impact than many may realize. The Baton Rouge Area 

Foundation and the Baton Rouge community must stand ready to assist the many 

thousands who are displaced from their homes through evacuations to our community,” 

said John G. Davies, President and Chief Executive Officer, the Baton Rouge Area 

Foundation.  

 

The Baton Rouge Area and Greater New Orleans Foundations value the contributions of 

each donor and take their stewardship responsibilities seriously.  

 

Foundations for Recovery was created to (1) recognize the incredible support of 

community and private foundations, and individual donors around the country; and (2) 

fulfill our commitment to transparency and open reporting.  

 

Since we believe that integrity in grantmaking requires great diligence, our staff reviews 

the practices and capacity of every organization making a grant request for the basic care 

and relief of Hurricane Katrina evacuees in Baton Rouge. Applicant programs, prior to 

approval, undergo thorough evaluations and onsite rapid assessments. 

 

Over the next few months, you’ll find reports on the grants we’ve issued, and updates on 

the progress our community programs are making at www.FoundationsforRecovery.org. 



You’ll also find opportunities to provide feedback and submit your ideas. Again, thanks 

for your support and check back for frequent updates. 

 


